
Calliope mini
A playful approach
to the digital world



The Calliope mini is a microcontroller (some call it a 
minicomputer) designed to enable children and young people 
to creatively explore digital technologies. As a module for 
contemporary education, the star-shaped board can be used 
in various teaching scenarios. Students learn directly how to 
program instructions for a computer with the Calliope mini. Visual 
programming languages are a great start: The first programs for 
the Calliope mini can be created with just a few clicks.

Basic knowledge of programming is a step in the right direction 
to becoming mature in a world characterized by networking 
and automation. At least as important are the so-called 21st 
century skill: Working with the Calliope mini promotes skills that 
are becoming increasingly important in today’s society, such 
as problem solving, resilience, cooperation, critical handling of 
technology and communication.

Learning these skills in school means that all children and young 
people are given the chance to benefit from an education in the 
(digital) world, regardless of their parents financial means, their 
gender or the type of school they attend.

About the Calliope mini



We believe in open education as a prerequisite for participation 
and inclusion therefore all elements of the Calliope project are 
published under open licenses. In addition to the hardware, the 
software (editors) and the teaching material are also open source 
as important components of our educational work.

The working process of Calliope is based on these three 
fundamental pillars : 

Calliope as an open 
educational project
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The Calliope mini is the hardware with which  
self-programmed projects come to life.

Software is needed to control the hardware: the 
second pillar of the Calliope project. These can be 
either visual or text-based programming languages.

The third pillar is crucial for the use in schools: 
a meaningful didactic accompaniment. For this 
purpose we gather Open Educational Resources 
(OER) based on collaboration with education 
initiatives, ministries of education, teachers and 
educational media houses on advanced training 
courses and open learning material.

hardware software

didactic



It is our aim to keep the hurdles for the use of the Calliope mini as 
small as possible:

Simply get started: How to 
work with the Calliope mini
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First impressions can be gained on our website 
calliope.cc

We have a shop where you can purchase the Calliope 
mini.

If you have mastered the operation of one of the 
editors and designed your first programs according 
to the instructions, you are ready for the tinkering 
phase: Simply get started and implement your 
own ideas. The Calliope projects are a source of 
inspiration.

We recommend that you look for like-minded people 
in your environment, preferably in college or in the 
student team, who would like to try out the Calliope 
mini. Questions and problems can usually be solved 
quickly together. Ideas for use in class can also be 
developed well in a team.

The Calliope project thrives on the exchange of 
teaching ideas. So anyone who has successfully 
tried out their own lesson plan can report on their 
experiences in our forum or of course in their 
own school network. Also the cooperation with 
surrounding schools (e.g. tandems of primary 
schools with secondary schools), with the local 
libraries and media centres, can be meaningful 
and are perhaps the beginning of long lasting 
cooperations.

Getting started with the first projects is easy with our 
free and openly licensed manuals. Who would like 
to enter more extensively, can do this with our online  
course which is currently only available in German 
with English subtitles.



»The Calliope mini provides an opportunity to explain my students 
their technological environment in a clear and child-friendly way. In 
addition, it is a simple way to experience how we can help shape 
this world.«

- Sebastian (primary school teacher from Saarland, translated 
from German)

»The students never want to stop playing with Calliope! They want 
to continue programming and would like to continue working with 
it at home. It is always best when it is fun and when you notice 
that the children develop logical thinking. One student surprised 
us after the holidays because he was already able to program a 
song in Calliope after two lessons. It’s especially nice when the 
students develop new ideas. These are the first steps towards 
entering the footsteps with role models like Ada Lovelace and Mark 
Zuckerberg.«

- Francisca (Mathematics teacher at the German School in 
Mexico City, translated from German)

Quotes



A lot of useful information about the Calliope project can be 
found on our website. There is an overview of the editors and 
great project ideas and whole lesson plans. For our community 
we have set up a forum where questions and suggestions can be 
exchanged.

Home page:

Get started:

Examples: 

Didactic:

Shop:

Forum:

For direct questions don’t hesitate to reach out to us under 
info@calliope.cc and by telephone during the week between 10 
o’clock and 15 o’clock under +49 (0)30 48492030.
Our mailing address is Calliope gGmbH in the Raumerstrasse 11, 
10437 Berlin .

Further information 
and contact

https://forum.calliope.cc
https://calliope.cc/en/shops
https://calliope.cc/en/examples
https://calliope.cc/en/lets-start/first-steps
https://calliope.cc/en
https://calliope.cc/en/school/didactic-material
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